1.The building will be replaced, most ---------------- by a modern
sports center.
a) probably

b) rapidly

c) precisely

d) extremely

2.People who drop ------------------ can be fined in some cities.
a) fact

b) planet

c) science

d) litter

3. He ---------------- his job after an argument with a colleague.
a) quit

b) hurt

c) attracted

d) hunted

4. Which sentence is grammatically WRONG?
a) my brother is going to install a new game on my tablet.
b) which one is better than? Benz or BMW?
c) I have the worst handwriting in my family.
d) Sarah should see a doctor. She has a stomachache.

The United Nations, or (1) ______ the U.N., is an international
organization. It was started after World War Two with the idea
of making a stronger version of the League of Nations, which
was supposed to stop wars from happening. Most nations are
(2) ______ of the U.N., and send people to the headquarters to
hold meetings and make decisions about (3) ______ issues.
The main building of the United Nations (4) ______ in New
York City in the United State of America.
The United Nations' goal is to maintain world peace, and
improve world's living (5) ______ in general to make the world

a better place to live in. The United Nations has set up six
"organs" including UNICCEF and UNESCO.
❶ (A) briefly

❷ (A) unions

(B) simply

(B) employers

(B) global

(C) carelessly

(C) members

(C) classical

(D) orally

(D) organizations

❹ (A) is located

❸ (A) national

(D) domestic

❺ (A) productions

(B) locates

(B) relations

(C) are located

(C) procedures

(D) has located

(D) conditions

The blue whale is the largest living animal on the planet Earth.
Blue Whales are larger than the largest dinosaur that ever lived.
The largest Blue Whales can grow as large as 100 feet long, which
is longer than three school buses put together!
Even though blue whales are huge, they eat tiny creatures known
as krill. Krills are tiny shrimp-like animals. The whale simply
opens its mouth, fills it with krills and salt water, and filters the
water out of plates in its mouth called baleen. The Blue Whale may
eat over 8,000 pounds of krill in a single day!
❶ Which is NOT true?
1. A blue whale can eat over 8,000 pounds of krill in a day.
2. The blue whale is smaller than some elephants.
3. A blue whale is larger than the largest dinosaurs.
❷ A blue whale eats …….
1. sharks

2. big fish

3. small creatures called krill

❸ The Blue Whale is ______________.

1. large, but smaller than a school bus.
2. large, but smaller than some dinosaurs.
3. larger than any animal that has ever lived on Earth.

❹ A Blue Whale can grow as long as ________ feet.

❺ What happens to the salt water that the blue whale gulps?
1. It filters the water out.
2. It turns it to fresh water.
3. It swallows the water.

